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Extra Credit Questions
'l~ 3 parts/ 30 points possible

Supply the ending line·to these famous poems for 10 points a piece:
a) "so much depends/upon/a red wheel/barrow/ glazed with
rain/water / beside the white" BLANK
""chickens"
b) "this is the way the world ends/this is the way the world ends/this is
the way the world ends"BLANK
""not with a bang, but a whimper."
c) "50 on we worked, and waited for the light,/and went without the
meat and 'c ursed the bread;/and Richard Cory, one calm summer
night,/went home and" BLANK
.
""put a bullet through his head"

71) 5 parts/ 25 points possible
Given an Australian state or territory capitol, identify the state or territory for 5
points a piece:
Adelaide
--SOuth Australia
Perth
"Western Australia
Canberra
"'Australian Capital Territory
"'New South Wales
Sydney
Hobart
"'Tasmania
1~" )

3 parts/ 30 points possible
Identify these devishly dark movies from recent years that host these quotes.
You will be given the quote and the year of the movie, and will receive 10
points for each correct answer.
a) "when one woman strikes at the heart of another, she seldom misses;
and the wound is invariably fatal" 1989
"'''Dangerous Liasons"
b) this quote is uttered by an actress in a teasingly spiteful manner to a
man as he eats pate'; "woof woof" 1990
""The War of the Roses"
c) "Gotta motor if I'm gonna be in time for that funeral"
""Heathers"

1990

let) 4 parts/ 20 points possible
You will be given a vitamin and will get 5 points a piece for naming the
condition or disease caused by a lack of that vitamin.
a) Vitamin D
"'Rickets
. b) Vitamin B 3 or Niacin
"Pellagra
c) Vitamin B 12 or cyano&~bAlamin
"'Pernicious anemia
d) Vitamin C
"'Scurvy

,,

8'') 30-25-20-15-10-5

Correctly identify this American author by a list of his works. 30-25-20-15-10-5.
3Q--"Dolph Heyliger" and ''The Storm Ship"
2Q--''The Stout Gentlemen" and ''The Devil and Tom Walker"
10--"Rip V~n Winkle" and ''The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
-Washington Irving
~m

3 parts~ 30 points possible
Correctly Identify these rulers or monarchs for 10 points a piece.
a) This Russian Czar was married to Alexandra and called the first
representitive Duma in 1905, dissolving it shortly thereafter.
-Nicholas II
b) He was ruler of Holland and married the Protestant daughter of James
II in 1677. He accepted the English crown with his wife.
-William ill, or William, Prince of Orange
c) This French King ~ffOwJ.4-:S4Mr (~EPtS:··'I110L·/ :fe- -rj.e,!4"e/, ·· _ and 18th
century France accumUlated many debts because of tlle wars during his
rule.
-Louis XV

8)..) 4 parts/20 points possible

Given the name of a famous piece of classical music, correctly identify the
composer for 5 points each.
a) "New World Symphony" No 9 in D minor
-Antonin Dvorak
b) Peer Gynt Suite
-Edward Grieg
c) The Planets
-Gustav Holst
d) Night on Bald Mountain
-Modest Messorgsky

t3) 30-25-20-15-10-5
Correctly identify this scientist 30-20-10
3D-He was awarded the 1938 Nobel Prize for physics.
20-This Italian showed that a neutron bombardment of most elements
produced their radioisotopes.
10-He built the world's first nuclear reactor in 1942, and a $100,000
award is given in his name each year.
-Enrico Fermi
gtt) 4 parts/ 20 points possible
The Oscar nominations have just been announced. Your goal is easy. You will
be given four names in a category and you pick the one that was not nominated

·

,

in that category for the 1991 Oscars. You will get 5 points a piece for each correct
answer.
a) Best Actress-Geena Davis, Kathy Bates, Susan Surandan and Bette
Midler.
"Kathy Bates
b) Best Director-Barbra Streisand, Ridley Scott, John Singleton and
Barry Levinson.
"Barbra Streisand
c) Best Actor-Robin Williams, Robert DeNiro, Robert Duvall and
Warren Beaty.
"Robert Duvall
d) Best Picture-"JFK," "Thelma & Louise," "Silence of the Lambs" and
"The Prince of Tides."
""Thelma & Louise"
~,)

5 parts/ 25 points possible
Correctly identify the .authors of these
a) Wilderness Tips
b) Iron Iohn
c) The Prince of Tides
d) The Kitchen God's Wife
e) Clear and Present Danger

recent bestsellers for 5 points a piece.
"Margaret Atwood
"Robert Bly
"Pat Conroy
"Amy Tan
"Tom Clancy

~)

4 parts/ 20 points possible
Given some artists' names, correctly identify the 20th century art movement
they were a part of for 5 points a piece.
a) Man Ray, Jean Arp and Marcel Duchamp
"Dada
b) Paul Klee, Josef Albers and Walter Gropius
"Bauhaus
c) Claes Oldenberg, George Segal and Robert Rauschenberg
"Pop art
d) Andre Derain, George Roualt and Henri· Matisse .
"Fauvism

(5]'~ 3 parts / 30 points possible
Gi~~n characters form an Edgar Allen Poe short story, correctly identify the
short story.
a) 5 points--William Legrand and Jupiter
""The Gold Bug"
b) 10 points-Montressor and Fortunato
""The Cask of the Amantillado"
c) 15 points-Monsieor Auguste Dupin and an "ourang-outang"
""The Murders in the Rue Morgue"

~.
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'8'8) 3 parts/ 30 points possible

.
Correctly identify these three Gas Laws for 10 points a piece. Your choices are
Avogadro's Law, Dalton's Law, Henry's Law, Charles' Law and Raoult's Law.
a) The solubility of a gas in solution increases in direct proportion to the
pressure upon the system.
"Henry's Law
b) If a nonvolatile solute is added to a solvent, the vapor pressure of the
resulting solution is lower than that of the pure solvent.
"Raoult's Law
c) The volume of a fixed amount of gas maintained at constant pressure
is directly proportional to absolute temperature.
II-Charles' Law

~~)

all or nothing/ 30 points possible
Arrange these rivers from longest to shortest. You must have all correct for 30
points: Congo, Amazon, Niger, Nile, Amur and Huang Ho (or Yellow River).
"Nile, Amazon, Huang Ho, Congo, Niger and the Amur.

Cjo.) 4 parts/ 20 points possible

Given an actress from the now defunct television show ''Twin Peaks," name
the character she played.
..the log lady
a) Catherine Coulson
b) Madchen Amick

"Shelly

c) Sheryl Lee

"Maddie or Laura

d) Lara Flynn Boyle

"Donna

